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Professional remote control
Year-round machine

Made in Denmark
Quick change of tools

High safety
Good work environment

Works up to 50 °
Compact dimensions

Full hydraulic
Large equipment program

”A safe  
  investment”

RC-751 & RC-1000 
Remote controlled slope mower
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If you need to mow hogweed, small 
bushes and shrubs which is one to 
two years old, it is easily done with 
Timan 
 
With its low height, the RC-751 
works under most trees where you 
need to mow suckers and other 
undesirable growth.
 
The RC-751 is equipped with a pro-
fessional approved remote control 
with built-in emergency stop and 
several safety features. 

Timan RC-751 slope mower is the 
strong partner when it comes to 
mowing on slopes up to 50 degrees, 
and other hard to reach places. 

With its 750 mm cutting width, this 
remote-controlled unit will access 
most places, and with its low center 
of gravity, it is extremely stable - 
even under difficult conditions.

RC-751 

The carrier rolls in the tracks are made of  
metal with greased bearings, which  

provides long durability.

The RC-751 is fitted with all-round Y-flails  
as standard.

Stability

The tracks can move independently of each other  
and are always in full contact with the surface,  

giving maximum traction when climbing  
steep slopes.
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50°
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With the Timan RC-751, which is 
characterized by its low height, 
being self-propelled by running on 
belts, being remotely controlled and 
fitted with a flail mower that manage 
even tall plants, this otherwise  
difficult work is carried out quite 
easily.

The mower cuts the grass before 
the rubber tracks run over it mea-
ning you can mow close to fences 
and other obstacles. 

Likewise, the uncut grass is not run 
over and laid down by the belts.
For safety reasons, the mower 
stops when the machine reaches a 
slope of 50 degrees. 

The engine does not stop, so the 
machine can be run down to a more 
level area and the mower can be 
started again

RC-751 

The cutting height is easily adjusted using a 
handle located on the mower. 

Cutting height from  
3 to 8 cm.

The mower in service position, with  
good access conditions for  

maintaining the  
mower.

RC-751 
Slope mower   

up to 

With its 345 kg, the RC-751 is easily  
transported on a trailer or  

a small lorry.
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There are discomfort associated with working with a hand-held brush cutter. 

Straining of the shoulders and back caused by the weight of the  
hand-held brush cutter and the harness. 

Vibration impacts on the arms and hands. 

Straining of the hips, legs and ankles caused by walking on uneven and steep 
grounds.When working with a remote controlled slope mower you will have no 
dust nuisance and no discomfort from exhaust emission since the operator is at 
a distance from the machine. Also the risk of being hit by flying objects, that 
can be hidden in long grass, is minimized. 

There is no discomfort from heavy and uncomfortable safety protection and there 
will be fewer injuries on back, hips and ankles and therefore less sickness  
absence. 

Most lawnmowers are not suitable for use on slopes of more than 15 °.
The Timan RC-751 solves the problem of using heavily motorized equipment to 
maintain difficult or dangerous areas without risk to the operator.
 

Working environment impact 

Moving the operator away from the  
machine distances them from  

the hazard.

Avoid strain of the weight of the  
hand-held brush cutter and  

carrier harness.

	 Answers from 30 men working with hand-held brush cutters 

	
Physical	discomfort	when	working	with	handheld	brush	cutter 
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Technical specifications Timan RC-751

Engine Briggs & Stratton 14 HK
Transmission to tracks Hydraulic
Transmission to flail mower Mechanical
Mowing width 750 mm
Theoretical max. output 4500 m2/h
 
Standard Y-flail 32 pcs
Spikes on tracks Option
 
Maximum work angle in all directions 50 degrees
 
Weight 345 kg
Total length 1877 mm
Total width 865 mm
Total height  600 mm

Fuel consumption Max 3 l/h
Maximum working speed 6 km/h
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The RC-1000 can be used in places 
that are difficult to reach with tradi-
tional mowers. 

Mowing roundabouts and other 
areas along roads is easily done with 
the RC-1000. 

The operator can place himself a 
safe distance from the traffic and 
machine.

Long grass, smaller bushes and 
hogweed are easily handled with the 
RC-1000 and flail mower 

The RC-1000 mows in front of the 
belts, avoiding running over uncut 
grass that has been laid down by the 
tracks. 

The flail mower produces a quality 
finish in places where it is difficult to 
work with a handheld brush cutter.

Flail mower 

 

The flail mower crushes the material in an 
even layer with a nice finish.

With a capacity of over 6000 m2,  
large areas are cut

in short time.
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Stump grinder 
With the stump grinder fitted on the RC-1000, 
stumps are removed easily and efficiently on hig-
hway slopes and places that are hard to reach with 
other equipment.

Once you have removed your stumps, you save a lot 
of time on mowing the grass in the years to come.

A stump can be hidden in high weeds and grass 
when struck by accident, causing machinery to be 
damaged. By removing them, you can increase the 
cutting speed in areas where you would otherwise 
need to be careful.

The traditional way of digging up a stump is a 
time-consuming process with a risk of damaging 
buried cables, and it leaves a big hole where the 
stump has been.

The grinder is operated via the remote control, and 
the operator is safely located some distance from 
flying wood chips when operating the machine and 
he avoids backbreaking digging.

The stump grinder has a hydraulic swirl and can 
manage a stump with a diameter of 620 mm and 
with a height of 230 mm.

With its low weight, the RC-1000  
is easily transported on a trailer  

or a small lorry.

                                                                       In a healthy working enviro
nm

en
t 
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The double acting cutter bar is easy to fit onto 
the RC-1000.
Safety bar with markers that allow you to track 
the machine from a distance ensure maximum 
cutting width to increase the capacity.
RC-1000 with a double acting cutter bar has a 
capacity of more than 10000 m2/h.
Optimal working environment when cutting hay in 
hilly terrain.
The mower is hydraulically driven and operated 
via the remote control.
The double acting cutter bar is used where you 
want gentle cutting in environmentally protected 
areas or where the grass is to be used as hay.
The mower is a double acting ESM cutter bar, 
which is known for high quality.

With a cutting width of 1,350 mm, you get a high 
capacity and an excellent cutting result.
The rotary rower makes it possible to cut the grass 
with a great result in areas that are otherwise 
inaccessible with traditional mowers and therefore 
difficult to keep neat.
The rotary mower is equipped with 3 powerful gator 
blades, that shred and spread the grass in an even 
layer, and the partially closed shield ensures that 
the cut grass is contained and drops onto the lawn 
and act as fertilizer. 
The mower can be raised into service position 
which allows easy access to the knives and cleaning 
of the cutting deck.  

Double acting cutter bar  

Rotary mower

The heart-shaped deck makes it possible  
to mow around signs, flagpoles and  

other obstacles.

Service position
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The risk of work accidents for the operator due to 
slippage and fall is minimized, while even the most 
difficult areas are cleared for snow so that you can 
safely move again.
If you have been stump grinding or mowing near pa-
ved areas, the areas are easily and quickly cleaned 
for grass and wood chips with the sweeper and the 
work site is left nice and tidy with a perfect result.
This powerful sweeper is hydraulically operated with 
a 1200 mm sweeping width. It has a hydraulic swirl 
which is controlled via the remote control.

Even the steepest paths and trails must be cleared 
of snow and be passable, but it can pose a safety 
risk for the operator to move on steep areas when 
they are covered in snow.
With RC-1000 and the v-blade the operator can 
stay on level ground and at a safe distance while 
RC-1000 clears the snow and makes the area 
passable.
The plough has 3 hydraulic adjustments that are 
controlled via the remote control.
It has a working width of up to 1,500 mm, and is 
fitted with a rubber scraper edge as standard.

Hydraulic sweeper 

Snow V-blade

The Y setting is used, when the snow has 
to be removed from pavements, paths 

and roads – so it is possible to 
gather the snow in one 

place.

The V setting is used to break  
through large quantities of snow  
– the snow is effectively pushed  

to both sides. 
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When disconnecting the flail mower 
it is placed in a storage frame giving 
it the correct angle for connecting 
and disconnecting. 

The storage frame is optional.

The tool is locked into the correct  
position. In this way the tool remains 
in the corrects position when conne-
cted and disconnected. 

Hoses and pins are disconnected 
and removed. The pins are with eyes 
so they are easy to pull out both 
when connecting and disconnecting.

The lift is lowered and the machine 
is driven away from the tool. 

The RC-1000 is now ready for a 
new assignment, and the mower is 
stored in the storage frame until it 
is needed again.

Tool change 
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Tool change 

RC-1000 

Remote controlled  
tool carrier  

up to 50°

Option
Can be fitted with work lights 

and flashlights 

Stability

The belts are fitted with independent suspension,  
which guarantees a high stability even on  

steep slopes, as the RC-1000 always 
 has 4 points of contact  

on the surface.

 
Y-flails
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Technical specifications Timan RC-1000

Engine Vanguard 23 PS
Transmission to tracks Hydraulic
Transmission to flail head Hydraulic
Mowing width with flail head 1000 mm
Theoretical max output with flail head 6000 m2 

Maximum working speed 7 km/h
 
Standard Y-flails 36 stk.
Spikes on tracks Standard
 
Max. working angle in all directions 50 degrees
 
Weight 423 kg
Total length 1310 mm
Total width 995 mm
Total height 685 mm
 
Weight with flail head 563 kg
Total length with flail head 1970 mm
Total width with flail head 1112 mm
Total height with flail head 685 mm
 
Equipment 
Stump grinder with hydraulic swirl 
Rotary mower, mowing width 1350 mm
Double acting cutter bar, mowing width 1700 mm
Snow V-blade with rubber edge, working width 1250-1500 mm
Hydraulic sweeper, working width 1200 mm, Brush Ø 550 mm

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Track footprint in total 2700 cm2 

Height 685 mm

Width 995 mm

Automatic reversing  
of the fan for the  
hydraulic cooler 

Fuel 14 L 
Fuel consumption per hour app. 4,0 L
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Better  
working  

environment

Safe working 
environment  
= minimized  
sick leave
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Timan A/S is located on the west coast of Jutland 13 km north of Ringkøbing in the village Tim, where 
all our products are designed and manufactured.
 
We pay attention to the working environment, and the products are designed and developed with 
great consideration to ergonomics and the well-being of the users.
 
Timan is a brand associated with good quality, usability and reliability.
 
We only use the best materials, processes and solutions in order for the products to run smoothly 
and without any problems for many years. Our products must work efficiently, flexible, of high quality 
and be able to handle the daily wear and tear.
 
We have a European wide dealer network with service centers so your Timan partner is never far 
away and always ready to respond quickly.
 
Call us at +45 97 330 360 for more information on the machines or contact your nearest Timan 
partner.
 
We are ready to help!

Timan A/S 

Timan A/S · Fabriksvej 13 · DK-6980 Tim ·  Telephone: +45 97 330 360 · info@timan.dk · www.timan.dk


